
Masters Swimming Ontario 

Board of Directors Meeting 

Skype meeting 
Sunday, February 25, 2018 

 

MINUTES 

 
Board Members Present:  

Brigitte Zirger, Jake Nesovic, Andrea Schwartz Smith, Sue Weir, Beth Carey 

 

Regrets: 

 

Meeting began at 7:03pm, quorum confirmed.   

 

1. Approval of Meeting Minutes from January 28 

a. Beth moved to approve minutes, seconded by Mike. All in favour, motion passed.  

 

2. Business Arising from Meeting Minutes: 

 

a. Final Report from the Symposium 

Beth has gone through the report with Chris, and will get the final numbers out and sent 

to Mike as it was a sanctioned event.  

 

b. Follow up on MSO presence at Provincials 

Mike had talked with Dave Schneiderman about making our presence very obvious at 

the planned social, and Dave had no problems with it.  

We have no agenda to bring to our members, but we need to make ourselves available 

to hear from them, listen to them, and answer questions.  

We will provide a form for feedback at Provincials, either for distribution in “goodie 

bags” or for pickup at the social. BC and MS to draft a form for distribution.  

 

3. Presidents Opening 

a. Registration for MSO Championships is starting to pick up.  

b. FINA results from August are starting to be uploaded to the MSO system. All the records 

have been updated. 

c. We have lost 1988 and some of 1989 records and swim meet results, likely during a 

rebuild of the system.  These do not appear to exist in the “paper” versions on the MSO 

Meet Archives either. 



d. Regarding MSC’s demand letter for the 2016-2017 SNC component of the fees MSO’s 

litigator has replied again stating that MSC cannot charge the fee when MSO members 

were not eligible for SNC services. However, upon review of the pro-rated service fees, 

an error was found and MSO does owes them an additional $85.17 in respect of the 

second invoice in December.  The letter also addressed MSC’s threat to sue MSO for the 

launch of the MEGAMetre Tracker. Brigitte will circulate that letter to the BOD.  

4. Competition Chair Report 

a. We have added a swim meet or two, but there is no significant change to things in 

January. 

b. The Burlington Meet was smaller than expected in February, but due to freezing rain, 

there were about 20 swimmers missing.  

c. The THOR meet was today, with a record attendance of 230 people. BZ noted that Ian 

does a great job of consistently advertising his events. 

5. Registrar Report 

a. We are sitting 70% of clubs and 75% of swimmers compared to last year.  

b. Mike Sweny suggested that we publicize our successes for the year, and BZ noted that 

we provide regular updates on Facebook. 

c. Sue Weir noted that there are still only 2 events listed on SO for Masters Swimmers, 

where we have 12 meets plus MSO Championships.  

6. Treasurer Report 

a. Beth Carey proposed that we move our savings account from Tangerine to Bank of 

Montreal. Chris suggested Tangerine years ago, but he recently noted that that they are 

not really promoting businesses and it would be smarter for us to have everything in 

one place.   

i. Motion: Beth moves that we relocate all our savings from Tangerine into Bank 

of Montreal, Mike seconded. All in favour.  

b. Beth C is leaving a small balance in our PayPal account as it is easier to pay refunds out 

of that account.  

c. The fees need to be increased and we need to come to an agreement on what that 

increase will be so that we can tell our members by June. BC will talk with Chris 

regarding what the increase should be.  We no longer have paid staff positions as in the 

past, but we service and infrastructure expenses.  

7. Code of Conduct Policy and Framework 

a. We currently have no code of conduct policy in place. MSO has had to rely on MSC 

policy when problems arose in the past and as an independent organization we need a 



solid policy so we can support our member clubs.  The need for a code of conduct policy 

is clear and we are required to provide a safe environment.  

i. Motion: Brigitte moves that we engage in developing a framework for a code of 

conduct policy at a cost of $2000. Sue seconds. Mike opposed. Motion carried. 

8. Officials Network 

a. With the loss of OSOA, there is no longer an independent officials organization. Training 

is now provided by Swim Ontario which is entirely age-group focused. Access to officials 

is largely through informal networks.  In the absence of OSOA we need to rebuild a 

network for our officials, so that we can communicate signing up to officiate at meets.  

i. We need an inventory/database of officials 

ii. The Rules Committee will review the options that are available and report back 

with a proposed plan.  

iii. It would be useful to maintain a list of officials, and we could start with the old 

OSOA list of at least the Level 3, 4, and 5s.  

9. Round Table: no additional comments 

10. Date for next meeting: March 18, short meeting 7:00  

11. Motion to adjourn. Beth moves. Andrea seconds.  

 

 

 


